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▪ Starting with AlphaGo[1-4], combining heuristic search with deep neural 

network has been a key to success.

▪ Model’s performance highly depends on the number of self-play games, 

thus requiring huge computational power for learning.

AlphaGo is successful but requires huge 
computational power
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Model Resource
AlphaZero 5000 + 64 TPUs

ELF OpenGo 2000 GPUs
MuZero 1000 + 16 TPUs
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▪ A∗ search[5] expands node � based on evaluation value �.

▪ Optimality in �∗ tree:
▪ � � = � �0  for every node � on an optimal path.

The optimal path in �∗ search algorithm
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▪ CNneim-A[6] relies on A∗ search’s optimality to make a lookahead scouting to 
guide search process.

▪ Although PC was schematically proposed four years ago[7],  it is yet unknown 
whether it works well.

▪ Our paper proceeds along this directions with three new developments:

1) Deep neural network is used to estimate � � .

2) The �∗ search is replaced with MCTS to incorporate with AlphaZero.

3) Moving average within a window of estimated optimal path is considered.

Path Consistency (PC) to assist �∗ search
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▪ PC is turned into that “values on one optimal search path should be identical” 
in board games.

▪ A weighted penalty is added to the loss function:

▪ ���: deviation from the average value within a sliding window.

▪ PC can be imposed on the high-dimensional feature map ��.

New ways to implement PC
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▪ PCZero obtains ��. �% winning rate, much higher than AlphaZero’s 

��. �%, when competing with MoHex 2.0, the champion of 13 × 13 Hex 
Computer Olympiad in 2015.

▪ PCZero consumes only 900K self play games during learning, which is a 
small-scale data that humans can make in a lifetime.

Our PCZero outperforms AlphaZero greatly
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▪ Larger training value loss, but much lower test value loss.

PCZero has better generalization ability

▪ Better generalization ability improve MCTS player’s performance greatly.



▪ Increasing the importance of value loss cannot replace the role of PC loss.

▪ AlphaZero’s test PC loss also decreases, suggesting that PC is a nature 
required for strong value predictors.

PC Loss is different with value loss



▪ We proposed PCZero based on PC optimality condition. Experiment results 
indicate that PCZero is more efficient in learning in Hex, Othello, Gomoku 
for both online learning and offline learning.

▪ In the future:
▪ Investigate the theoretical foundations under the PCZero scenario.

▪ Generalize the PCZero framework to the real applications.

Conclusion and future work
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